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Driver Project 1. Grid-based Assembly of Qualitative Records 

Over recent years two distinct strands of social science study of technology have emerged. 
On the one hand are studies of the ʻsocial shaping of technologyʼ, which are largely 
concerned to identify social processes implicated in the deployment of technology and 
changing trends of adoption and use; and on the other hand are ʻstudies of workʼ or 
ʻworkplace studiesʼ, which are concerned to understand the real world, real time interactional 
context of technology use. The studies of work programme exploits ethnographic approaches 
to data gathering to shape the development of technology from within the process of IT 
research and has shaped international agendas in CSCW and HCI. Recent trends in IT 
research have seen computing move out of the workplace into other areas of everyday life 
under the general auspices of ubiquitous computing and the notion of ʻworkʼ now applies not 
only to paid labour but more generally to the study of the arrangements of interaction that 
shape computer use in diverse settings. Understanding work in ubiquitous computing 
environments that are not only distributed but exploit ʻmixed realityʼ technologies (including 
virtual environments, mobile environments, and sensor-based computing) raises new and 
profound challenges for the studies of work programme. Early experiments in the field 
highlight the potential to develop flexible toolkits supporting the study of work, however, 
current results are ʻthinʼ. This highlights the need to marry ubiquitous computing technologies 
with established methods and technologies of observation and data production to produce a 
richer, ʻthickerʼ portrait of the social character of ubiquitous computing environments. This is a 
complex, technologically sophisticated and computationally demanding challenge that 
requires the capture, compilation and collation of large amounts of real time data from 
distributed applications and devices to support the assembly and production of more 
comprehensive datasets or ʻethnographic recordsʼ. Accordingly, this project seeks to exploit 
Grid-based technologies to instrument ubiquitous computing environments and complement 
existing methods of data production with a novel range of online information derived from the 
sites where technology is used. 
 

Driver Project aims stated in the initial DReSS Node proposal, 2004. 
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Driver Project 1 – Before and After DRS 

The purpose of this report is to account for the changes in work-practice fostered by 
the development of the Digital Replay System (DRS) to ethnographic study of 
ubiquitous computing in Driver Project 1 (DP1). We start by considering the nature of 
work-practice prior to the development of DRS. This is followed by an account of the 
ways in which DRS has changed the ways in which we study ubiquitous computing 
experiences. We organize both accounts – before and after DRS – in terms of the 3 
core themes of the DReSS Research Node: 
 

Record 
The distributed infrastructure provided by e-Science provides the opportunity to 
develop new ways to record key data of relevance to social science research. 
Accordingly, this theme will focus on the development of emerging technologies to 
allow the production of digital records spanning events that take place in the real 
world and digital events that take place online. The social sciences have a long 
tradition of recording information about people and their activities, including 
observational field notes, questionnaires, ecological techniques, and audio and video 
recordings. The development of a ubiquitous e-Science infrastructure allows such 
records to be directly placed within a digital repository in real-time and be made 
available to those who might structure and analyse the information it contains. Added 
to that, the widespread adoption and use of digital technologies in everyday settings 
raises the possibility of complementing traditional forms of social science record with 
an understanding of online events recorded on digital media. Exploiting a ubiquitous 
e-Social Science infrastructure also opens up the novel possibility of recording 
physical and online information and also of combining the two digitally. 

Representation and Re-representation 
The provision of a burgeoning array of information sources through new forms of 
recording raises significant challenges for social science research, which is 
characteristically diverse and disparate. Exploiting the information processing 
capabilities that can be realised on an e-Science infrastructure provides, however, the 
opportunity to develop new techniques that allow information in the digital record to 
be variously represented and re-represented to support different approaches to 
knowledge production in the social sciences. Of particular concern are the new forms 
of representation that emerging technologies make possible and how the information 
contained in the digital record may re-represented to meet the needs of different social 
science communities. Essentially the challenge here concerns the move from the raw 
data collected as part of the recording process to the production of a range of different 
and variously structured datasets. Accordingly, this research theme seeks to explore 
the production of a heterogeneous collection of datasets and develop an understanding 
of how the analytic techniques implicated in their organization might evolve and be 
supported through e-Social Science innovations.  

 
Replay 
The node’s third research theme aims to complement current concerns with storage 
and retrieval to explore the potential for e-Social science technologies to support 
situated and prospective analysis through replay. By situated analysis we refer to 
analysis in the ‘here and now’, from within the in vivo course of carrying out a 
particular social science research project. In this context, the possibility exists not 
only to replay and re-examine particular pieces of data both synchronously and 
asynchronously but also, and importantly, to marry multiple data sources together and 
replay them simultaneously to furnish a more comprehensive view of the object under 
study. By prospective analysis we refer to the future uses of social science data by 
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third parties. Replay in this context provides the opportunity to consider the 
possibility of supporting accountability in social science research and of promoting 
the probity of social science findings. e-Science infrastructures provide the 
opportunity not only to distribute and archive social science records, but also, to make 
the relationships between digital records and emergent datasets held in large and 
heterogeneous repositories ‘traceable’ – i.e., to preserve the link between data and 
findings to make social science accounts available to inspection, replication, and 
otherwise to permit the recovery of social science phenomenon in empirical detail for 
future analysis.  

DReSS is shorthand for Understanding New Forms of Digital Record for e-Social 
Science. ‘Digital records’ consist of 3 primary components: 
 

Traditional Qualitative Resources 
Audio and video recordings, transcripts, photographs, field notes, interviews, 
diagrams, etc. Records of interaction that are essentially external to interaction within 
a computational environment but which have an indexical relationship to it and which 
may themselves be digitized and placed on a computer for subsequent use. 

‘System logs’ or Computational Recordings 
Recordings of interaction within digital environments including recordings of 
interaction (e.g., text or audio messages, movement around virtual worlds) and of 
computational events (e.g., GPS or WiFi connectivity and disconnection). Records of 
interaction, and system events that effect interaction, that are essentially internal to 
interaction within computational environments.  

Time 
The relationship between external records (video, etc.) and internal records (system 
logs) is defined by time – i.e., external and internal resources are temporally 
connected. 

 
DRS is a toolkit that enables qualitative researchers who are concerned to study 
ubiquitous computing, and other settings of interaction in the digital society, to 
exploit the temporal connections between external and internal components of digital 
records and develop a much more comprehensive picture of interaction in the digital 
age. How DRS enable this will be addressed in due course. First let us consider the 
challenges of unpacking interaction in computational environments in the absence of 
DRS. 
 
Before DRS 

By way of articulating how we studied ubiquitous computing prior to DRS we will 
work through a case study. We begin by offering a few words about ubiquitous 
computing itself. It is quite different to its predecessors. The difference fundamentally 
revolves around the effort to move computing away from the virtual and embed it in 
the physical. Ubiquitous computing is the principal area of computing research in 
advanced research laboratories, academic and commercial alike, around the world. It 
moves computing away from the desktop PC, media spaces and collaborative virtual 
environments (CVEs) and locates it in the physical environment and on the person, 
even in the person. It exploits new computing infrastructures – GPS, WiFi, RFID, etc. 
– to sense objects, including human beings. It exploits a burgeoning array of mobile 
devices carried by the person and online services to support novel forms of interaction 
ranging from the tracking of objects in global supply chains, to monitoring the health 
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of people, to cultural and leisure applications. Ubiquitous computing applications 
proliferate by the day and cut across diverse areas of social life. We will consider the 
case of a cultural application below to articulate some of the challenges involved in 
studying this new class of computing system, which is rapidly permeating the society 
at large. 
 
Why a cultural application? For no other reason than that is the kind of research in 
which our work is embedded. The development of DRS is occasioned by the 
challenges we face in developing and understanding ubiquitous computing. The 
applications we develop are often co-designed by professional artists: performing 
artists in this case, who have an interest in exploiting new technology to create 
intriguing, even challenging artistic experiences of life in the digital society. Key to 
this is the involvement of the public. Such experiences are ‘in the wild’ - not in the 
research lab - and are actively engaged with by paying members of the public.  
 
The ‘in the wild’ character of the research is significant. It enables us to appreciate the 
‘real world, real time’ character of ubiquitous computing, including the challenges 
involved in understanding this class of system. An essential feature of the real world, 
real time character of ubiquitous computing in the wild is its sociality. Whatever its 
technical characteristics, ubiquitous computing is embedded and used in a distinct set 
of social circumstances, populated by a distinct set of social actors, who are involved 
in the collaborative (though not necessarily willing or even witting) achievement of 
some set of activities. How - on any occasion of inquiry - are we to understand the 
social circumstances of use, which actors inhabit and play a role within them, what 
they do together, and the purchase of ubiquitous computing to all of this?  
 
Formulating an answer to this order of question lies at the heart of the development of 
DRS. Rather than try to explain why such questions are important and in just what 
ways they have shaped the development of DRS, we offer an example instead: Uncle 
Roy All Around You (or Uncle Roy for short). Uncle Roy is a mobile, mixed reality 
game: it is played online in a virtual city and on the streets of an actual city. Online 
players and street players who have never met before interact to find the office of the 
fictional character Uncle Roy before being invited to make a one-year commitment to 
one another. For the artists involved in its design the game is an exploration of trust. 
For the designers, it is an exploration of location-based services and the potential of 
self-reported positioning.  
 
Uncle Roy has toured various cities in the UK, Europe and Australia. On each 
occasion over 1000 members of the public took part in an experience that spanned 
two weeks and ran for six hours a day over 9 days. Online play was free over the 
Internet and street players paid £3 to engage an experience heralded by art critics and 
journalists alike. Having bought a ticket, street players are taken “front of house” to 
the registration desk, where they have their photo taken and an online description is 
assembled of their appearance and clothing. Street players hand over all their 
possessions - phone, purse, bag, loose change, etc. – in return for a PDA. They are 
shown how to use the PDA to report their position and receive clues, and are then 
released onto the streets. They have 50 minutes to find Uncle Roy. 
 
On the streets, the PDA shows a map, the player’s position on it, and the names and 
positions of online players in the vicinity. The map is a partial representation of the 
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game zone, which is approximately 1 square km of the actual city. The map can be 
dragged around to show other areas in the game zone and players can zoom in or out 
but not to the full extent of the game zone. At the start of the game players receive a 
message or “clue” from the Uncle Roy which tells them to make their way to the red 
spot displayed on the map and then declare their position. Each time a player declares 
their position they receive a new clue. As the game progresses, the clues from Uncle 
Roy become increasingly cryptic and street players are obliged to decipher them to 
make sense of their instructions and find their way around the city. They may also 
collaborate with online players to navigate the city, recording short 7 second audio 
messages on the PDA, and are encouraged to do so. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Street player’s PDA map (zoomed out, zoomed in). 
 
Online players move around a virtual city which correlates with the real city via 
avatars. They are sent on a mission to meet Uncle Roy, which requires them to find 
one of four postcards located at specific locations in the virtual city. Initially they can 
chat with other online players via text messaging but cannot see or talk to street 
players. When a street player first declares his or her position a distinct avatar appears 
in the virtual world at that location. A street player “card” also becomes visible to the 
online players and displays the street player’s name, photograph, and a brief 
description of their appearance and clothing. Selecting a street player’s card allows 
the online player to send private text messages to them. Only the most recent audio 
message from each street player is available online, each new message overwrites the 
previous one. Online players and street players are obliged to collaborate if they are to 
locate Uncle Roy’s office. Not only must the online player locate their postcard in the 
virtual city, the street player must retrieve it in the real city. When this has been 
achieved, Uncle Roy issues instructions to the online player which are used to guide 
the street player to his office. 
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Figure 2. Online player’s view (red spikey pulse on the left indicates that a street player has just 
declared their position). 

 
When a street player arrives at Uncle Roy’s office, the online player who has guided 
them there is invited to join them in a virtual office. Here they are asked a series of 
questions culminating in:  

Somewhere in the game there is a stranger who is also answering these questions. Are 
you willing to make a commitment to that person that you will be available for them if 
they have a crisis? The commitment will last for 12 months and, in return, they will 
commit to you for the same period. 

If they agree, the online player is invited to enter their postal address and can then see 
the street player in the physical office via a web cam. On a table in the physical office 
is a postcard with ‘WHEN CAN YOU BEGIN TO TRUST A STRANGER?’ printed on it. A message 
from Uncle Roy on the PDA asks the street player to answer the question and keep it 
with them. There is also in a phone in the room. After a while it rings. A voice tells 
the player to exit the office via the fire escape and get into the white limousine 
waiting outside. A man gets into the car and asks the street player the same series of 
questions that the online player has answered. If the street player agrees to make the 
commitment to a stranger then they are paired with the online player who has also 
agreed. The street player is then returned “front of house” to collect their belongings 
and exchange player addresses.1 
 
Interactionally, what the game presents us with is a situation in which players are 
distributed online and on the streets and interact via asymmetrical mechanisms of 
interaction: virtual environments, avatars and text on the one hand, mobile device, 
map and audio on the other. The research challenge is not only to understand how 
participants make the technology work (so that we might appreciate something of its 
potential and areas for improvement) but also (and more primordially) the question 
arises as to how we are we supposed to understand interaction in circumstances like 
this in the first place? 
 
We could track online and street players to understand their distinctive roles, videoing 
what they do and asking questions of them about their experience, but practically this 

                                                
1 A video of the game is available at: www.blasttheory.co.uk/bt/work_uncleroy.html 
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is a little more difficult than it might at first sound. Tracking street players is 
relatively straightforward – they are at a single venue and it is little more than a 
matter of persuading them to allow us to ‘follow them around’ and of obtaining 
permission to use what we record. Tracking online players is rather more difficult, 
however: they can be anywhere in the world! Furthermore, while we could with 
foresight recruit someone to play the role of online player, the question arises as to 
what online players and street players do together? In other words, and to be clear 
about this, understanding a player’s role is not sufficient, as it is in the course of 
collaboration that the technology assumes its purchase in interaction. It is necessary 
to unpack collaboration as it unfolds then, but that is very difficult to do when the 
parties to interaction are distributed and interacting with one another via very 
different means.  
 
As videoing street players was and is a relatively straightforward matter we did so, 
following them around the city streets and videoing what they did. As we didn’t have 
access to online players, we appealed to the ‘system logs’ recorded by the game 
server. The designers of the game had recorded all the text messages and audio files 
that players exchanged along with other data including date and time, player identity, 
location reports, and clues from Uncle Roy: features that interaction between players 
turns upon. The question is, how? Perhaps the logs in combination with the video 
could provide answers?  
 
This is what the system log looks like: 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Extract from the Raw System Log. 
 
While the log is obviously unique to Uncle Roy in terms of its content, its format is 
quite generic: it has thousands of entries and many of them are not human-readable. 
In this case, date and time, player identity, and location reports are represented 
through alphanumeric symbols. They make sense to computer scientists, but not to 
social scientists. We had to work to make the meaning of the logs contents clear. We 
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knew the date and time of our video recordings, but that didn’t visibly correspond to 
the log. More profitably we knew which street players we were videoing and we knew 
who they were interacting with because they told us as they went along (we asked 
them to). We could see the people they were interacting with in the raw log, we could 
do a search for Nicole and Dave for example and locate the texts they sent to Patrick, 
one of our street players. We couldn’t see Patrick’s responses though, or rather we 
couldn’t identify them. We could see that Dave and Nicole were talking to Patrick, 
it’s there in the log and in our video, but we couldn’t tell which of the audio files 
belonged to Patrick. We had to work through the audio files referenced in the log to 
identify which belonged to Patrick (files prefaced with the identifier 82537 as it 
turned out).  
 
We could also see that the log documented every interaction between players, but we 
weren’t interested in every interaction, we were interested in particular sequences of 
interaction between particular players we had recorded on video and the people they 
were interacting with online. We had to clean the log up then in order to tease out of it 
what was relevant to our inquiries. ‘Cleaning the log’ consisted of extracting the 
conversational threads that articulate the sequences of interaction in which particular 
constellations of online and street players are involved. Here’s an example of a 
cleaned section of log involving Nicole, Dave and Pat (the numbers in the brackets 
are the positions of the entries in the log): 
 
[5470] Patrick: (Location report) 555 396 0 0. 
[5476] Uncle Roy: Wai Yin. Translate: men cannot enter. Make appropriate move. 23 

minutes remaining.  
[5478] Venom 89: Whatʼs up Patrick. 
[5484] Nichole: Hi Patrick. 
[5488] Nichole: That jacket looks cool. 
[5489] Patrick: Audio ID 82537_1083871002203. 
[5493] Patrick: Audio ID 82537_1083871041921. 
[5495] Dave: Go into the graffitied phone box by the railings.  
[5499] Dave: Have you found a postcard on top of the phone. 
[5503] Patrick: Audio ID 82537_1083871093328. 
[5504] Nicole: Hi Patrick. My postcard is at this phone box. 
[5508] Nicole: There is something on top of the phone box. 
[5509] Nicole: U R cool thank U. 
[5515] Dave: U need the phone box on Portland Street by the tower. 
[5516] Patrick: Audio ID 82537_1083871167375.  
[5525] Nicole: Huh … um someone from my past … 
[5526] Dave: OK mate well done. Iʼm waiting for directions. 
[5527] Patrick: Audio ID 82537_1083871209640. 
[5528] Nicole: Is it a riddle. 
[5532] Uncle Roy: Where are you? Press ACTIONS then choose I AM HERE to let me know. 

18 minutes remaining. 
[5533] Nicole: OK my best friend Royce. He is so great. 
[5534] Patrick: Audio ID 82537_1083871245828. 
[5538] Nicole: And has always stuck by me. 
[5539] Patrick: (Location report) 495 456 0 0. 
[5540] Uncle Roy: An ambulance stopped here. It looks like someone I know. I turned away 

towards the bank (as it was then). 18 minutes remaining. 
 

Log Extract 1. Cleaning the log: extracting specific sequences of interaction. 
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Obviously the cleaned section of log leaves a great deal to be desired: it shows little 
of some 5 minutes of human interaction; it is ‘thin’ and now needs to be ‘thickened 
up’ and ‘fleshed out’ so that the lived work of collaboration might become apparent.2 
Before proceeding further, note however that the representation is already changing: 
from raw log (Figure 3) to cleaned log (Log Extract 1) articulating specific 
interactional sequences in details of participants’ conversational threads; sequences of 
interaction that correspond with those recorded on video.  
 
The next step in fleshing out the log is to add the contents of the associated audio 
files. Each file has a unique ID and has to be transcribed and the talk added to the log: 
 
[5470] Patrick: (Location report) 555 396 0 0. 
[5476] Uncle Roy: Wai Yin. Translate: men cannot enter. Make appropriate move. 23 

minutes remaining.  
[5478] Venom 89: Whatʼs up Patrick. 
[5484] Nichole: Hi Patrick. 
[5588] Nichole: That jacket looks cool. 
[5489] Patrick: Venom, how you doing? Listen, Iʼm heading to China Town but if you find 

your phone box give us. 
[5493] Patrick: Nicole, itʼs very comfortable and itʼs keeping me very warm tonight, so thanks 

for that. 
[5495] Dave: Go into the graffitied phone box by the railings.  
[5499] Dave: Have you found a postcard on top of the phone? 
[5503] Patrick: Can you direct me to it? Iʼm outside the red phonebox outside er – oh 

bollocks – outside Reyner Street. 
[5504] Nicole: Hi Patrick. My postcard is at this phone box. 
[5508] Nicole: There is something on top of the phone box. 
[5509] Nicole: U R cool thank U. 
[5515] Dave: U need the phone box on Portland Street by the tower. 
[5516] Patrick: Tell me about someone from your past who never leaves you – thatʼs what it 

says on your postcard. 
[5525] Nicole: Huh … um someone from my past … 
[5526] Dave: OK mate well done. Iʼm waiting for directions. 
[5527] Patrick: Is it the one over the road from Portland Tower? 
[5528] Nicole: Is it a riddle. 
[5532] Uncle Roy: Where are you? Press ACTIONS then choose I AM HERE to let me know. 

18 minutes remaining. 
[5533] Nicole: OK my best friend Royce. He is so great. 
[5534] Patrick: Nicole, it's not a riddle. It's - er - it's the clue that's on the postcard on the - er 

- Charlotte Street phone box. 
[5538] Nicole: And has always stuck by me. 
[5539] Patrick: (Location report) 495 456 0 0. 
[5540] Uncle Roy: An ambulance stopped here. It looks like someone I know. I turned away 

towards the bank (as it was then). 18 minutes remaining. 
 

Log Extract 2. Thickening up the log: adding transcriptions. 
 
Still the log is very thin and the thickening continues by adding descriptions of the 
accomplishments recorded on the video (the bold text below represents the entries 
from the system log and audio files): 
 
                                                
2 It is perhaps worth noting for rigour’s sake (and to avoid misunderstanding) that our use of 
‘thickening up’ is rooted in Gilbert Ryle’s remarks on the Thinking of Thoughts rather than on Clifford 
Geertz’s subsequent anthropological adaptation of Ryle’s work. 
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[5470]  Patrick: Gives a location report - 555 396 0 0 (and receives a clue in response). 

  
[5476]  Uncle Roy: Wai Yin. Translate: men cannot enter. Make appropriate move. 23 

minutes remaining.  
[5478]  Venom 89: Whatʼs up Patrick. 

Patrick: Oh, someone's sent me a message here - Venom. 
[5489]  Patrick: (Selects record audio) All right Venom, how you doing? Listen, Iʼm 

heading to China Town but if you find your phone box give us a shout, yeah? 

  
Wicked, right, China Town. Patrick starts walking, looking at his PDA as he moves 
off. 

[5484] Nichole: Hi Patrick. 
[5588]  Nichole: That jacket looks cool. 

Patrick: (Walking along the street looking at his PDA. He laughs) Someone's telling 
me I've got a nice jacket on. 

 
[5493]  Patrick: (Selects record audio) Thanks Nicole, itʼs very comfortable and itʼs 

keeping me very warm tonight, so thanks for that.  
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Patrick: Itʼs bizarre in it.  
Patrick: (Turns towards a man and woman walking towards him) Excuse me? Do you 
know where China Town is? 
Man: That way (points to a street across the road). 

 
Patrick: Right down there. Wicked. Cheers mate (the man and woman continue on 
their way). 
Patrick: It's where there's the big gate.  
Patrick: (Crosses the road and looks at his PDA). 

[5495]  Dave: Go into the graffitied phone box by the railings. 
[5503]  Patrick: Right, Dave's just sent me a message - Go into the graffitied phone box by 

the railings. So I'm going to send him a little message now (selects record audio) 
Dave, can you direct me to it. Iʼm outside the red phone box outside er (looks 
around for a street sign) – oh bollocks – outside Reyner Street. So yeah, if you 
want to direct me there that would be wicked. Cheers mate.  
Patrick: Right, I'm on my way to China Town (he crosses the road and heads towards 
a red phone box). 

 
[5499]  Dave: Have you found a postcard on top of the phone? 
[5504]  Nicole: Hi Patrick. My postcard is at this phone box. 
[5508]  Nicole: There is something on top of the phone box. 

Patrick: (Stood outside red phone box looking at PDA) Is he trying to goose me here. 
Heʼs telling me that Iʼve got to have a look on top of the phone box. And Nicole, who 
likes my jacket, is saying that her postcardʼs here as well. So (Patrick opens the 
phone box and looks inside.) 
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[5509]  Nicole: U R cool thank U. 

Patrick: (Exits the phone box) There's nothing in there. 
Patrick: (Looks around and notices a postcard on the floor outside the phone box, 
which he picks up) All right. It says tell me about someone from your past who never 
leaves you. Right, OK.  

  
[5516]  Patrick: Right (selects record audio record) Nicole, Nicole, tell me about someone 

from your past who never leaves you – thatʼs what it says on your postcard and 
it's on (Patrick looks around for a street sign) Charlotte Street. 

[5515]  Dave: U need the phone box on Portland Street by the tower. 
Patrick: (Looking at PDA) Right, and apparently there's another one. There's a phone 
box - Dave's telling me there's a phone box over by Portland Tower. 

  
Patrick: (Turns around and heads back down Charlotte Street towards Portland 
Tower). 

[5527] Patrick: (Walking down Charlotte Street, comes across two more phone boxes across 
from Portland Tower) Ah right (selects record audio) Dave, is it the one over the 
road from Portland Tower? 
Patrick: (Walks over to the phone boxes – thereʼs 2 of them actually - looks inside 
and then walks off towards Portland Tower). 
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[5525]  Nicole: Huh … um someone from my past … 
[5526]  Dave: OK mate well done. Iʼm waiting for directions. 

Patrick (Looks at PDA as he approaches roadside) Well I've just got a well done from 
Dave. 

[5528] Nicole: Is it a riddle? 
[5534]  Patrick: (Selects record audio) No Nicole. Nicole, itʼs not a riddle, itʼs the clue 

thatʼs on the postcard on Charlotte Street phone box. Do you want to text me the 
name of someone from the past who never leaves you. 
Patrick: (Crosses the road in front of Portland tower and checks his PDA again). 

 
[5532]  Uncle Roy: Where are you? Press ACTIONS then choose I AM HERE to let me 

know. 18 minutes remaining. 
Patrick: Right, Uncle Roy's getting a bit annoyed because I'm not telling him where I 
am.  

[5539]  Patrick: Gives a location report - 495 456 0 0 - in response to Uncle Royʼs request. 

  
[5533]  Nicole: OK my best friend Royce. He is so great. 
[5538]  Nicole: And has always stuck by me. 
 Patrick: (Looking at PDA) All right, thatʼs Nicole. 
[5540]  Uncle Roy: An ambulance stopped here. It looks like someone I know. I turned 

away towards the bank (as it was then). 18 minutes remaining. 
 Patrick: (Looking at PDA) Was there an old hospital round here or something? 

(Reads clue out loud, looks around) Ah, so that used to be the bank (points at a 
building across the road). 
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Patrick: I turned away towards the bank as it was then – I think heʼs giving me 
directions to China Town (heads back across the road to Charlotte Street, where the 
bank is situated). 

 
Log Extract 3. The Thickened Log Extract (combining textual content from the log, with transcribed 

content from the logged audio files, description of action on external video, and video stills). 
 
Evidently adding the contents of the video recording bring the system log to life in 
much more real world, real time detail. Were we to remove the contents of the log (all 
the log entries), the interaction would still be intelligible – clearly Patrick is trying to 
find his way to China Town, and find phone boxes and postcards on the behalf of 
others, etc. - but we would not be able to see the collaborative details upon which 
these activities turned. The log entries make the opaque features of distributed and 
asymmetrical interaction visible and available to representation and analysis. The log 
is not sufficient in itself, however. It describes, to borrow a phrase from Gilbert Ryle, 
“lowest-level actions” and so works at the “thinnest level of description”. The system 
log has (by way of clarification of this point) similarities to Ryle’s invocation of a 
person pencilling a line or dots on a piece of paper, a situation which “requires a 
thickening, often a multiple thickening, of a perfectly specific kind before it amounts 
to an account of what the person is trying to accomplish, e.g. design a new rigging for 
his yacht.” Admittedly the log is somewhat richer than ‘lines and dots on paper’; we 
can at least see from it that the parties involved in interaction are trying to locate 
objects (e.g., Portland Tower, phone boxes, postcards, etc.). What we cannot see from 
the log alone is the work involved in accomplishing ‘locating objects’, etc. What the 
parties to interaction are actually doing together therefore stands in need of 
clarification.  
 
Combination of the log and video content serves to clarify the situation by providing 
resources that enable the analyst to describe the different “accomplishment-levels” 
implicated in interaction. Thus, the log and its associated audio files reveals the 
collaborative work that goes on between online and street players (accomplishment-
level one). The video reveals the work that players undertake on the streets 
(accomplishment-level two). If we had a system recording of the virtual environment 
(which is perfectly possible but not implemented in this case) it would reveal the 
work that players undertake online (accomplishment level three). And so on. As Ryle 
reminds us, “There is no top step on the stairway of accomplishment-levels.” Rather, 
the notion draws our attention for the need to consider the “subordinate clauses” (as it 
were) that are implicated in whatever it is that people are doing. In order to 
understand the utterance “Go into the graffitied phone box by the railings”, for 
example, we not only need to understand that the subsequent utterance from the 
recipient “can you direct me to it. I’m outside the red phone box outside er – oh 
bollocks – outside Reyner Street” is a request for further instruction, but that these 
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lowest-level actions are embedded in the work of the streets (e.g., of scanning the 
streets for potential candidates, of examining potential candidates, of seeking out new 
ones, and so on) and of articulating the work of the streets to online players in order to 
locate definite objects (e.g., the right phone box and postcard). Thus, and this is the 
point of the notion of subordinate clauses, in order to understand the significance (or 
meaning) of lowest-level actions, we need to describe the different accomplishment-
levels within which the former are embedded. 
 
In this respect it is evident that our case is not complete. It has nothing to say of the 
online accomplishment-level. We do not know what work online players undertook 
by means of traversing the virtual environment to embed street player utterances and 
thus arrive (through the work of the streets and the work online) at instructions 
furnishing coordinates to definite locations and objects. The best we can say is that we 
can see in the log and the street players’ work that they did. The important point here, 
however, is that we recognize the insufficiency of system logs in themselves. That 
taken and used as descriptive resources they effectively operate at the level of lowest-
level actions and require thickening through the description of the different 
accomplishment-levels they are subordinate to and are embedded within.  
 
We also note another inherent problem with system logs: they offer a beguiling 
representation of interaction; beguiling in the very definite sense of deceptive. If the 
reader were to cast his or her eye back over Log Extract 3, it will be seen that several 
of the log entries are shaded grey. This indicates that the log entry has moved from the 
position it occupied in the original system log (Figure 3) and subsequent efforts to 
clean the log and add associated audio file content (Log Extracts 1 & 2). If one casts 
an eye over the shaded entries it becomes apparent from their numerical order that 
some have moved up (entries [5489], [5527], [5534]) and some down ([5499], [5515], 
[5533], [5538]) the interactional order of events. There are then, and evidently, 
discrepancies in the order of interaction represented by the system log. The 
discrepancies are consequential in that they combine to present an erroneous 
representation of interactional order.  
 
Interactional order – i.e., the order in which interaction unfolds – is the paramount 
order. It is the actual order of embodied, real world, real time collaborative activity (in 
this case) on the streets and at the PC interface to the virtual world. It is the order in 
which players do things, it is the order in which events unfold, it is a sequential and 
temporal order in which one action in collaborative activity follows another until by 
whatever means it is brought to a close. The system log perverts this order, placing 
events at locations in the sequential order when they did not happen. It is not that the 
system log intentionally misrepresents interaction (how could it, it’s just a 
computational artefact), but rather that there is a fundamental difference between 
system time and interaction time: one is driven by the measurable linear progression 
of some standard unit (cesium resonance, for example) whereas the other is driven by 
the exigencies of collaboration and practical action, and this has serious ramifications 
for the way in which interaction is understood. Consider, for example, an attempt to 
understand the use of text messaging with mobile phones: when a message is sent and 
recorded by the system is not necessarily the same time as when it is read and more 
importantly, acted upon, by the recipient. There is, of course, bound to be a difference 
in send/receive times (quite a delay even) but the difference between the logged order 
of events and the interactional order of events consists of more than the sequential 
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unfolding of time and cannot be reduced to the irremediable fact that events naturally 
follow on from one another. Of course they do, but the question is when? At what 
point in time do events follow on from one another? The recipient of the text message 
may not reply and otherwise act upon the message until some time after they have 
received it, hours or days even. The logged order of events perverts the interactional 
order then, representing interaction in terms of system time but not action time, and so 
stands in our way of developing a real world, real time understanding of interaction in 
emerging digital environments and indeed in any other setting where system logs are 
relied upon. 
 
The solution to the problem is to move the log entries to their appropriate locations in 
the interactional order. This requires that the analyst situate logged events in the 
accomplishment-levels they are embedded in and from which they derive, which in 
turn requires that they have the resources (either the video or audio recordings) to do 
this. Using and re-ordering the logs is an extremely laborious process: in the short 5-
minute sequence of interaction provided here we had to move 7 out of 25 entries 
(some 28%). All in all, we had over 5 hours of video to work with, though this 
represented but a fraction of the entire log contents. (If there is any typicality to our 
calculations then we would have had to move over 1500 entries across the entire log if 
the video covered it all!) ‘Moving the entries’ is not simply a matter of copying and 
pasting them to a new location. It requires that the analyst find the location they 
occupy in the interactional order. It is a matter of working through video recordings 
and paying very careful attention to just when and where events occur. It is worth 
noting that the amount of time usually allotted for transcribing 1 hour of audiotape is 
8 hours. Video can take significantly longer (given the added visual layer of 
description it affords). Add system logs and erroneous entries to the mix and situation 
is further compounded: days can rapidly turn into weeks. 
 
Having said all that it may seem that system logs are more trouble than they are 
worth. However, that would be a disingenuous position to take. Our aim here has not 
been to dissuade or castigate, but to address the practical demands and difficulties that 
accompany the use of system logs in the study of ubiquitous computing, all of which 
combine to articulate some distinct foundational requirements for the continued 
exploitation of system logs. First off, we note that there is a distinct process involved 
in the use of system logs: log content relevant to external data needs to be identified, 
identified log content needs to be cleaned up to remove non-relevant interactional 
threads, the content of associated files and external content needs to be combined with 
the cleaned up content. This is, of course, a very high-level process description to say 
the least but it does (nevertheless) point to ways in which the work involved in using 
system logs may be supported through design. Thus, and for example, it is evident 
that the process involves identifying participants, extracting threads of data that 
belong to them, combining specific threads of logged data with other data (internal 
and external), and last but by no means least, supporting the interactional ordering of 
combined datasets. It is also clear that the manual use of system logs focuses heavily 
on re-representation; on transforming descriptions of lowest-level actions into thick 
descriptions of interactional order. While other analysts may seek to provide thick 
descriptions of other orders of action, such as cognitive orders, the need to re-
represent the contents of system logs is foundational. This is itself occasioned by new 
means and sources of recording human action - logging human and system state 
events (e.g., location reports) within digital environments – and the need to make 
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them ‘human readable’ or intelligible to non-computer scientists. Perhaps the most 
primitive and under-developed aspect of the manual exercise lies in the opportunities 
we have to replay different kinds of data. Manually, those opportunities are limited: 
we can replay a video or audio recording, but not a system log. In the following 
section, we wish to consider the changes to practice enabled by the construction of 
design solutions that support the foundational need to re-represent system logs and the 
commensurate process of data extraction, cleaning, and combination (including new 
possibilities for replay).  
 
After DRS 
The development of DRS (formerly ReplayTool) supports the process of ethnographic 
description outlined above and has added value to the core business of ethnography – 
i.e., the writing of culture in details of the practical action and practical reasoning of 
its members. We start from the beginning with systems logs to articulate systems 
support for ethnographic studies of ubiquitous computing. Below (Figure 4.) is 
representation generated from a system log of another cultural experience created by 
Blast Theory and the MRL: Day Of The Figurines, a SMS game set in an imaginary 
city played by hundreds of geographically dispersed people over 4 weeks.3 The 
representation ‘parses’ the system log and thus transforms the raw log into a human-
readable and accountable object; that is an object that may be discussed and reasoned 
about and which can be drawn upon to formulate accounts of (in this case) game play. 
Regardless of whatever technical characteristics ‘parsing’ might have, the term refers 
to the co-design of representations that address (in this case) specific ethnographic 
interests. Co-design means that the representation is the product of collaboration 
between the designer and the ethnographer. The purpose of the collaboration is to 
specify features of the log that are relevance to ethnographic research. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The system log from Day Of The Figurines. 

  
                                                
3 For further details see: www.blasttheory.co.uk/bt/work_day_of_figurines.html 
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Figure 5. Seeing what players said and did at a location. 
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Thus we have a virtual model of a physical model of the imaginary city that all the 
players saw when they registered to play the game at Wolverhampton Art Gallery. 
The virtual model shows all the locations in the imaginary city that players could 
visit. More than that it allows the researcher to query the log by specific ‘player ID’ 
(top right Figure 4). The ‘player ID’ menu shows all players in the game and the 
number of messages they sent (e.g., Miss Scarlet sent 96 messages in Figure 4). We 
can then ‘highlight destinations’ or locations that a player visited. We can do so by 
‘number of messages sent’ in a location, ‘number of messages received’ in a location, 
‘number of visits’ to a location, ‘number of things used’ in a location, and ‘number of 
times recipient of thing used’ or gifts received from others in a location (see bottom of 
Figure 4). When ‘number of messages sent’ is selected, each location a message was 
sent from is highlighted. Blue indicates where the player is on the current timeline, 
the Rec say (as in Figure 4); red indicates where most messages were sent from; the 
tone of red decreases across the remaining locations according to messages sent. The 
same principles cut across the other methods of highlighting locations visited by a 
player. The slider (on the left of ‘player ID’ in Figure 4) allows us to trace the 
player’s route from location to location over the 4 weeks of the experience according 
to the method of highlighting selected. Thus we can scroll through the player’s virtual 
journey to see at-a-glance the locations they sent messages from, received messages, 
what places they visited and how often, what things they used in those locations and 
received from others. We can also see at-a-glance the people they talked with at any 
location (right hand side of Figure 4). To see just what was said and went on between 
players any highlighted location we can click on the location to reveal specific 
interactions (Figure 5 overleaf).  
 
Drilling down into a location gives us a view of interaction involving the selected 
player (e.g. Miss Scarlet) over immediately previous, current, and following days in 
details of ‘time’, who the message was ‘sent’ by (including game events from the 
server), who the message was ‘heard’ by (or at least received by), what ‘type’ of 
message was sent (e.g., a conversation, a message describing the thing a player has 
requested to use, a local game event, and so on), the ‘content’ of the message, and the 
‘thing’ requested by a player. Message ‘location’ or ‘player’ who sent the message are 
also available according to type, specifically when a player arrives or requests to 
leave a location.  Drilling down into a location provides us not only with a view of 
current player interactions at the Rec say, as in Figure 5, but with a detailed 
retrospective-prospective view further articulating the context of interaction in that 
location. Furthermore, we can click on entries in the ‘player’ list and see the locations 
they arrived from and departed to from the current location and see the details of their 
interactions in those places. 
 
At the click of a button – rather than after a prolonged manual effort – DRS enables 
us to extract relevant sequences of interaction from system logs; or rather, at the click 
of a button after the co-design of appropriate representations that transform the log 
into an accountable object. The production of representations from system logs is very 
much bespoke at the moment and requires close cooperation between designers and 
social scientists. While there will always be a bespoke element insofar as the study of 
novel computing domains and applications is concerned, one of the key challenges to 
future development is the production of standard representations or ‘viewers’ that 
enable social scientists to interrogate the contents of system logs. Nevertheless, Day 
Of The Figurines sets the benchmark: it provides a view on systems logs that makes 
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the temporal and spatially distributed character of social interaction and 
communication visible, it enables the analyst to trace players routes and journeys 
through space, and it allows us to inspect collaboration between players in detail. It is 
neither here nor there that the space in this case is imaginary – had the players’ 
phones been equipped with locational technology it could have been their physical 
locations and interactions over a month that were represented. While we could 
imagine refining and extending the interrogative functions of the viewer, providing 
better graphics or viewing multiple players pathways and their intersections for 
example, the need to develop viewers that provide spatial and temporal views is key 
to the application of DRS to interaction, communication, and collaboration in the 
digital society at large. 
 
It is also important to note that analysis of interaction, communication, and 
collaboration is not restricted to what can be seen via the viewer. While it obviously 
provides a resource that may be used to analyse the inner life of the game (or of 
digital interaction, communication, and collaboration more generally), it also supports 
exploration of the game’s (etc.) intersection with the everyday life of participants. 
Digital interactions, communications and collaborations are embedded in physically 
situated interactions, communications and collaborations. Thus, we may be in the 
physical presence of people and also be interacting with others at a digital remove. 
Understanding not only what people do in digital environments but how we weave 
digital technologies into our physical relationships – where we use the digital, when 
we use it, how we use it and so on – are all key issues to understanding the impact of 
ubiquitous computing on everyday life and arguably to broader social science 
research into the digital society as well. Spatial and temporal views on digital 
interaction, communication and collaboration provide a resource to explore such 
themes, providing a concrete and detailed starting point for conducting rich interviews 
to complement our understanding of what goes on within digital environments with 
external dependencies that shape digital use.4 
 
Just by attending to ordinary problems of extraction occasioned by the use of systems 
logs DRS has far surpassed what we might have expected. It doesn’t just make 
extraction easier, it transforms the extraction process from one that is concerned to 
make log contents intelligible into one that adds value by enabling interrogation and 
inspection.  Instead of labouring through logs seeking out relevant sequences of 
interaction, extracting them and cleaning them up, the work is replaced by the co-
design of log viewers to represent salient features of interaction, communication and 
collaboration. With the development of standard views much of that work may be 
dispensed with too and the analyst may concentrate on what system logs have to say 
as it were, rather than on making them into accountable objects.  
 
The added value of DRS continues in the way it enables the analyst to examine not 
only the contents of systems logs but other resources too. Prior to DRS it was not 
possible to replay a system log as one might do a video or to marry that with a video 
of interaction in the real world. DRS makes a radical change to this situation, not only 
enabling logs to be inspected and interrogated, but also enabling logs and videos to 
replayed side-by-side, as can be seen in Figure 6. 

                                                
4 See Tolmie, P. (2007) Field Study of Day Of The Figurines, www.mrl.nott.ac.uk/~axc/documents/ 
reports/DOTF_Field_Report.pdf 
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Figure 6. Replaying synchronized resources. 
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What we can see in Figure 6 is a video of interaction that is synchronized with the 
system log. As we play through the video, we play through the log. We can pause the 
video at any point and the log pauses as well. We can scroll through the log, fast-
forwarding as it were, and the video moves accordingly (backwards too if we want). 
The same applies if we scroll backwards or forwards through the video: the log moves 
accordingly. At any point where we pause, we can drill down into the log to see what 
was happening between players at a virtual location and see the messages that were 
being sent and received there. This enables us to marry real and virtual views on 
interaction together. That is, to tie what is happening in a digital environment with 
what is happening in the real world and to inspect it. We can add multiple videos to 
DRS so, for example, were we to have video of two or players interacting together 
who are physically distributed we could synchronize videos of those individuals with 
the log to get a comprehensive view on interaction.  
 
Synchronization of resources extends beyond the immediate data gathered in a digital 
environment and the field to descriptions of interaction. Figure 7 shows the DRS 
document viewer added to the ensemble. The document viewer allows us to add 
transcriptions and descriptions of video content (or interviews, field notes, etc.) into 
the mix. It is a tool that supports the production of thick descriptions of interaction 
and subsequent analytic work. In the first instance we can use it to develop thick 
descriptions of particular instances of interaction – specific sequences of interaction 
occurring between participants. In Figure 7 we have a transcript and the description of 
video content that relates to a player’s initial engagement with the game. She 
(‘Comfort’) has just received a text message welcoming her to the game and asking 
her where she wants to go. Transcribing and describing the video content enables us 
to see that deciding where to go is, in this case, a collaborative activity, something 
negotiated between Comfort and her friends. This view on interaction is not available 
in the logs. What is visible is that Comfort went to the bus shelter, then the XXX 
cinema, then back to the bus shelter. We can also see that she met no one at these 
locations. What the log suggests is that an opening gambit for players of Day Of The 
Figurines is to work out how to move around. They work it out by moving from 
location to location, work which the video reveals is embedded in interactional 
dialogue with game operators and her friends. 
 
We can develop as sense of players’ strategies for playing the game, along with other 
features of interaction, by exploiting the logs and the video to describe the different 
accomplishment levels implicated in interaction to create or produce a thick 
description. Synchronized replay enables us to do this in fine detail by inspecting the 
relationship between interaction recorded in the log and on the video. Furthermore, 
the document viewer enables us to insert time stamps that synchronize the developing 
text with the resources or data from which the description is derived. Thus we can 
move from initial sketch to fully worked up account – a process of work that can take 
many weeks depending on the size of the dataset one is working with – by working 
through the synchronized log and video, inserting time stamps as a way of marking 
out interesting features of interaction, and using those time stamps to quickly navigate 
our way to the relevant resources as we thicken our description. We can also use the 
document viewer to assemble fieldwork reports that ‘cherry pick’ instances of 
interaction while preserving the link to the raw data from which they are derived. 
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Figure 7. Making a thick description: adding transcriptions and descriptions of action on video. 
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Producing a thick description is different to producing a fieldwork report. The former 
is concerned with the production of a descriptive account of interaction for analytic 
purposes – an account that may be analysed. The latter is concern to convey the 
findings of a study – what was found through analysis. It is not that description is 
separate from analysis, however: how one describes something is after all intimately 
connected to their analysis of it, there is a reflexive relation as it were between the 
two. Thus, the description of accomplishment levels is analytic device that draws 
attention to the lively context of interaction in which logs (or any other artefact) gain 
their sense and purchase. Nevertheless, distinct stage of analysis follows the 
descriptive enterprise and this consists in examining descriptions of interaction for 
what might as well be called their ‘significant features’. Just what they will be will 
depend to some large extent on the purpose of the study: a linguist, for example, is 
likely to find a different order of significance in players’ talk than an ethnographer 
working in a design tradition. One could go on but the point is clear: a distinct stage 
of analysis follows thick description where we try to tease out findings from the data 
that are relevant to the practical enterprises we are engaged in. 
 
Where researchers are working with texts derived from multiple resources, DRS 
supports this distinct stage of analysis through coding mechanisms – tools that enable 
analysts to apply analytic codes to the data. Coding is often associated with structured 
forms of analysis, where one either takes a pre-existing set of analytic categories or 
formulates a coding scheme of their own based on initial examination of the data and 
applies them to the data. The result is that the data is structured in terms of the 
analytic categories that the coding scheme consists of, which in turn supports analysis 
of the data. An alternate use of coding mechanisms – in distinction to coding schemes 
– lies in their use as tools to ‘mark up’ items of interest in the data. By marking up we 
really mean marking out – making some part of the description stand out as one of a 
kind, as ‘this’ or ‘that’ kind of interaction. Of course, the ‘kind’ of interaction could 
be an analytic category, but it could also be a vernacular descriptor such as ‘receiving 
an SMS message’ or ‘sending an SMS message’. No analytic function is inherent in 
such descriptors, they simply serve to mark out phenomena of interest in the data. It 
may be that those who develop coding schemes of their own start in such a way. It 
may also be that some researchers go no further. That is often the case with design 
ethnographies that place emphasis upon naturalistic analysis.  
 
DRS supports naturalistic analysis by enabling the researcher to formulate and assign 
descriptors to elements of the document viewer. Thus, and for example, when 
working through descriptions of interaction in Day Of The Figurines we can create 
descriptors - ‘receiving an SMS message’ and ‘sending an SMS message’, say – and 
apply them to those parts of the text where such things occur. We can assign a distinct 
colour to each descriptor that we create and use so that we can see at-a-glance the 
phenomena to which they refer. Furthermore, DRS automatically creates an index of 
the distinct items that we have marked out, so we (in conjunction with time stamping 
functionality) can readily access and view the objects of analysis and see if they are 
the same or consist of different phenomena. If differences occur we might introduce 
new descriptors: e.g., ‘receiving an SMS message at home’, ‘receiving an SMS 
message at work’, and so on, thereby mapping out in detail the analytic terrain. 
Figure 8 shows the coding mechanism and marked up document viewer. Through 
their use we can identify and analyse in fine detail the discrete phenomena that are 
relevant to our studies. 
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Figure 8. Marking out items of analytic interest. 
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The 3 Rs Revisited 
The development of DRS has changed the way in which we record, represent and re-
represent, and replay ethnographic data. Evolved rather changed might be a better or 
less radical way of putting it. It’s not that we do everything differently with the advent 
of DRS: the field worker must still go into the field and gather data – video, field 
notes, etc.; system logs are still appealed to as a resource in understanding interaction 
in digital environments; and we must still work through the data gathered to arrive at 
a representation/analysis of interaction. The same things have to be done then, DRS 
just enables us to do them differently and adds distinct value to the process. We might 
consider that added value in terms of the 3 core research themes: record, 
representation and re-representation, and replay. 

Record 
Driver Project 1 (DP1) is in something of a unique position with regards to the record 
theme. Ethnographic studies of ubiquitous computing have been drawing on system 
logs for several years now. The same cannot be said of ethnographic studies 
generally. DP1 demonstrates that data can be recorded from within digital 
environments for ethnographic purposes. That is the primary value of the work here: 
it provides a concrete example to others. This can be done. Data can be recorded from 
within digital environments. DRS adds value to the recording process by enabling 
ethnographers and other qualitative researchers to incorporate system logs into their 
work. As interaction in the society at large is increasingly digitally mediated then this 
development should be of broad relevance, enabling researchers to combine 
conventional recordings with data derived from digitally mediated interaction itself. 
In this respect, DRS might be seen to represent a technological evolution comparable 
with the introduction of video. Prior to that, researchers relied on audio recording. 
Prior to that, the notepad. As technology has developed, qualitative researchers have 
pressed it into service and found that it enables a much closer record and view of 
human action: from what can be seen in the moment and described on paper, to what 
can preserved on tape and heard after the fact, to what can be seen and replayed time 
and time again. As interaction increasingly incorporates digital forms of interaction, 
there is a need for the technology to keep pace. DRS demonstrates that digital forms 
of interaction can be recorded and incorporated in qualitative research. 

Representation and Re-representation 
Representation and re-representation cut across two distinct aspects of work: what is 
recorded and how the data is analysed. Representation has emerged as major feature 
of record due to the inherent nature of systems logs, namely that they are pretty 
unintelligible in their raw state. As we have seen, a job of work has to be done on 
them to make them into accountable objects that support qualitative research. Initially 
that job of work was done manually. DRS automates the process, providing 
visualisations of log contents. It shifts the human work involved in making logs 
accountable from something concerned with cleaning logs and extracting salient 
features, to a collaborative activity between researcher and technician that is 
concerned to specify appropriate visualizations of logged data. While there will 
probably always be an element of bespoke visualization here, certainly where very 
specialized applications are concerned, the possibility of developing standard views 
exists for common forms of digital interaction and this is something that DReSS will 
explore in future work. The shift from representation to re-representation emerges in 
the production of thick descriptions. DRS adds value here in the ways in which it 
enables the researcher to construct thick descriptions over time. The document viewer 
allows the researcher to marry various resources together: transcriptions, descriptions 
of interaction on video, log extracts, and to arrange them to reflect interactional order. 
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The researcher can mark out areas of interest in the emerging document as he or she 
works through the data and insert time stamps to synchronize different data from 
which the emerging representation is derived. As items of interest and/or themes 
begin to emerge, the researcher can exploit index functions to revisit particular 
instances, add further detail, and work up the description of interaction. It is the 
ability to easily combine, arrange, mark up, catalogue, synchronize and recover data – 
i.e., to organize and structure data for analytic purposes - that adds value over manual 
techniques of representation and re-representation. 

Replay 
It is perhaps in the area of replay that DRS appears (at first glance at least) to add 
most value. Prior to DRS we could not replay system logs, period. Naturally we could 
replay video, but we could not do so in relation to system logs. The best we could do 
was clean the logs up and examine their content and the relation of that content to 
what was happening on video. DRS radically changes that particular situation. It is 
now possible not only to replay system logs through the development of spatial and 
temporal visualisations of the data they contain, and to ‘drill down’ into those 
representations to inspect interaction, we can now synchronize system logs with video 
recordings and replay them side-by-side. Now we can see and inspect what is 
happening within and without a digital environment with much greater ease and 
efficiency. The ability to combine and replay various sources of data alongside one 
another also extends, as noted above, into the work of re-representation and analysis. 
Thus we can combine and replay transcripts and thick descriptions alongside log and 
video extracts. Synchronization allows us to preserve the relationship between various 
data sources. This means that findings can be traced back to origins if needs be and 
that the data is preserved in a usable state for future use. 

The development of DRS has added clear value to the ethnographic enterprise, 
certainly to ethnographic studies of ubiquitous computing and potentially to 
qualitative studies of interaction in the digital society at large. Below we wish to 
briefly consider the specific contributions of DRS to these enterprises. 
 
The Bigger Picture 
The development of DRS in DP1 has been driven by concerns to evaluate ubiquitous 
computing or ‘ubicomp’ systems and applications. This is part of a long-standing 
tradition in design where social science approaches are exploited to inform 
technological development. You might construe it, in this case, as ‘applied 
ethnographic work’. The evaluation of ubicomp systems is broadly recognized as a 
challenge: they move computing away from the desktop, they distribute computing 
across heterogeneous devices, they fragment interaction, they exploit invisible sensing 
systems, mobility, and the physical environment. For all of these reasons and more, 
ubicomp systems are commonly agreed to be challenging to evaluate, certainly more 
so than their computational predecessors. The development of DRS is led us to a 
rather different conclusion, however: the problem that confronts us is not one of 
evaluation but of observation.  
 
The point, we think, is this: evaluation relies on observation. Ubicomp systems and 
applications are difficult to evaluate because it is difficult to observe interaction in 
situations where it is distributed across heterogeneous devices which fragment 
interaction and where interaction relies on and exploits invisible sensing systems, 
mobile sensing, and sensing embedded in the physical environment. Observation is 
logically prior to evaluation and the fundamental problem that confronts us then. If 
we can observe interaction in such situations, we should then be able to evaluate it.  
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Observation is a classical theme in scientific studies of all kinds. The ways in which it 
is done are very much constitutive of particular fields of inquiry: think of 
microscopes, telescopes, particle accelerators and the various fields they conjure up 
(biology, astronomy, physics). The implication of this is that observation goes beyond 
method to technology.5 That ubicomp needs to develop technologies of observation 
with which enable it to see its phenomena. At the current moment in time the 
emphasis appears to be on method of observation rather than technology of 
observation, however. It is not that we eschew methods of observation, only that we 
think that insufficient attention has been paid to technologies of observation, and it is 
not that technologies of observation have been wholly ignored, only that more is 
required of their development if ubicomp is to get to grips with the problem of 
evaluation. 
 
When we turn to ubicomp practice, we find that system logs are coming to play an 
increasingly important role in observation. Researchers frequently draw upon them as 
one resource among many (including video, field notes, interviews, etc.) to observe 
interaction in ubicomp environments. It is this respect that DRS advances evaluation 
in the field of ubiquitous computing. It is a technology of observation, which enables 
researchers to work with the resources that they currently employ. It adds value to the 
enterprise insofar as it enables new views on systems logs which represent their 
content in intelligible ways, it enables combination and replay of different resources 
to permit close inspection and examination of interaction within and without ubicomp 
environments, and it enables re-representation of diverse resources to support analysis 
of interaction. DRS is the first technology of observation of its kind. Its unique focus 
on the combination of system logs with video, transcripts, fieldnotes, etc., makes an 
original contribution to the field and opens up a new domain of research which seeks 
to develop technologies of observation to support the evaluation of ubicomp systems. 
Key to this is the development of standard log viewers which transform system logs 
into accountable objects. Thus, and for example, the challenge is to develop standard 
log viewers of GPS logs, cell phone logs, connectivity, transaction, and data logs. 
This will not only involve new technical development, its success will depend on 
close collaboration with the various social science approaches used to ‘make sense’ of 
interaction. 
 
Beyond the Bigger Picture 
 
The potential of DRS extends beyond the confines of ubiquitous computing. As noted 
above, interaction in contemporary society is increasingly digitally mediated. Thus, 
the observation problems that confront ubicomp researchers, confront a range of 
social science researchers too. DRS provides a generic solution to the problem of 
observation in increasingly distributed, mobile, and complex settings where multiple 
forms of interaction co-exist and cut across one another – settings including the 
modern home, the workplace, public places and on the streets, indeed across the 
burgeoning digital society at large. 
 
DRS provides specific support for researchers working in the qualitative tradition and 
may, as such, be seen as an evolution of Computer Assisted Qualitative Data 
AnalysiS (CAQDAS) software. CAQDAS software packages currently support 
                                                
5 cf. Hacking, I. (1983) Representing and Intervening, Cambridge University Press. 
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textual and visual data and enable transcription, coding, structuring and searching of 
it. DRS adds a new recording medium into the mix - system logs – and provides 
functionality for the combination and use of that medium alongside traditional 
CAQDAS resources. In this respect, DRS represents the next generation of CAQDAS 
software, supporting qualitative research in the digital society.  
 
DReSS will continue to develop DRS as a generic CAQDAS package. This will 
involve the development of standard log viewers and of dedicated toolkit that will 
enable qualitative researchers to capture data in the field. This will include capturing 
data from digital devices and applications alongside traditional forms of recording and 
synchronizing them in real time in the field. Continued development will be carried 
out by core DReSS developers and in consultation with the broader CAQDAS and 
qualitative research community. If you would like to be involved in that process, 
please contact Andy Crabtree at the University of Nottingham: axc@cs.nott.ac.uk 


